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What is the most important quality/accomplishment of a supervisor? (Please select up to three of the choices)

❑ Is open for my ideas and leaves space for my own decisions
❑ Shows respect for my work and contribution
❑ Has a lot of expertise in the field of my project
❑ Introduces me to his/her network
❑ Checks my work and progress regularly to ensure I will succeed in my PhD
❑ Gives a lot of support and advice on how to start in the beginning
❑ Also shows interest in how I am doing personally
❑ Gives me a lot of freedom
❑ Gives me a rather tight frame how to perform my work
❑ Is communicating with me in a honest and open way
❑ Criticizes a lot so I learn how to do things better
❑ Does rather not criticize my ideas and work and lets me fail or succeed to make my own experiences
❑ Takes his/her time to talk to me about my progress, plans and situation regularly
❑ Explains ideas in detail and helps me to plan and realize them
❑ Does not give me the feeling that I have to know everything but understands that I am here to learn
❑ Helps me when I ask but leaves me otherwise undisturbed
❑ Takes my questions and trouble I might face seriously
❑ Other…



How content are PhD students at the UiT with their current situation
and their supervisors?

63% are happy with their PhD in general

15% are not happy with their PhD in general

58% are happy with their supervision

22% are not happy with their supervision
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How happy are you with your PhD? 

1 2 3 4 5

1 = not happy at all     5 = fully satisfied
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How happy are you with your supervision?

1 2 3 4 5

1 = not happy at all     5 = fully satisfied
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Has a lot of expertise in the field of my project

Introduces me to his/her network

Also shows interest in how I am doing personally

Does not give me the feeling that I have to know everything but understands that I am here to learn

Is communicating with me in a honest and open way

Shows respect for my work and contribution

Takes his/her time to talk to me about my progress, plans and situation regularly

Explains ideas in detail and helps me to plan and realize them

Checks my work and progress regularly to ensure I will succeed in my PhD

Gives me a rather tight frame how to perform my work

Gives a lot of support and advice on how to start in the beginning

Criticizes a lot so I learn how to do things better

Is open for my ideas and leaves space for my own decisions

Takes my questions and trouble I might face seriously

Gives me a lot of freedom

Does rather not criticize my ideas and work and lets me fail or succeed to make my own experiences

Helps me when I ask but leaves me otherwise undisturbed

What is the most important quality or accomplishment of a supervisor?
Freedom
Control/Help
Personal interaction
Professional 



Important keystones of a successfull supervision
from a student perspective

Respect

Inclusion

Support

Openness

Explanations

Super-Supervisor



Questions and Discussion…

My story and my experiences.
What do I think?


